Safety
Protecting the environment and the health
and safety of our employees and our
neighbors isn’t just a corporate
responsibility; it’s also good business.
At Howard Energy we adhere to
comprehensive environmental, health and
safety standards. We work hard to reduce
our environmental footprint and plan
every project in a manner that is mindful of
people and wildlife as well as the land,
water and air. We operate responsibly and
are committed to leaving a project site
better than we found it. We believe that
this sort of good stewardship isn’t just an expense or an effort to comply with governmental
regulations, but rather an investment with a solid financial return.

Pipeline Safety
Similarly, public safety and education are important to us. Written agreements, or easement,
between landowner and pipeline companies allow pipeline and utility companies to construct
and maintain pipeline rights-of-way across public and privately owned property. Your property
may be one of the many in your community which contains an underground pipeline easement.
To determine if a pipeline runs through your property, we courage you to check for pipeline
markets posted on your property or in your neighborhood and check the National Pipeline
Mapping System. For your safety, markers have been installed along the pipeline route to
indicate the approximate location and provide vital emergency information. Take time to
familiarize yourself with pipeline markers and write down the names and phone numbers of
pipeline companies or operators listed on the markers in case of emergency.

Pipeline Accidents are Preventable.
Call Before You Dig.
Accidental “dig-ins” by property owners or
contractors make up the majority of
pipeline accidents. Dig-ins are preventable
only if owners or excavators will contact
pipeline companies BEFORE they attempt
to dig. A pipeline marker will not
necessarily indicate the exact location or
direction of a pipeline.
You can help maintain the integrity of the
pipeline system and prevent accidents by
using the nationwide Call Before You Dig
service, available by calling 811. Anyone who will be digging or excavating using mechanized
equipment — commercial contractors, road maintenance crews, telephone pole installers, fence
builders, landscape companies or homeowners who may be digging a drainage ditch, installing a
fence or building an addition — can make one telephone call to give notice of their plans to dig
in a specific area.
The 811 center then acts as a clearinghouse to inform the owners and operators of underground
facilities so that they can go out and mark their facilities, usually within 48 or 72 hours. For more
information about the Call-Before-You-Dig program, visit www.call811.com.
National Call Before You Dig: 811

How to Recognize a Leak and What to Do If One Occurs
Although not common, we do encourage you to understand the signs of a possible pipeline leak
and how to respond:
• Sight: A pool of liquid on the ground near a pipeline, a dense white cloud or fog over a
pipeline, or discolored vegetation surrounding the pipeline may be signs of a possible
leak.
• Sound: An unusual noise coming from the pipeline, like a hissing or roaring sound, may
be a possible sign of a leak.
• Smell: An unusual smell will accompany a pipeline leak.

What to Do If A Leak Occurs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Leave the area immediately; warn others.
Do not touch, breathe, or make contact with the leaking liquids or gases.
Do not attempt to stop the leak by operating pipeline equipment.
Do not light a match, start an engine, use a telephone, switch on/off light switches, or do
anything that might create a spark.
5. From a safe distance, call 911 or your local emergency response number and the pipeline
company.
6. Do not drive a vehicle into a leak or vapor cloud area.
7. Warn others.

Howard Energy Partners
24-Hour Emergency Phone Numbers
San Antonio (Corporate Office)
Main number: (210) 298-2222

Houston
Main number: (713) 800-1500

Pennsylvania
Main Number: (210) 298-2222

Oklahoma City
Main Number: (405) 418-8557

HEP Reveille — Laredo
Main Number: (956) 284-0756

HEP Stabilizer — Three Rivers
Main number: (210) 585-2231

Live Oak / Maverick Terminals — Three Rivers

Maverick Terminals — Brownsville

Main Number: (361) 792-3028

Main number: (956) 465-2004

Howard Energy Mexico
Av Manuel Gomez Morin 350
Valle del Campestre
San Pedro Garza García, N.L.
México 66265

